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ABSTRACT

In "this work we study extensively the structures and performance characteristics of the block least 
mean-square (BLMS) adaptive digital filters (ADF's) that can be realized efficiently using the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT). The weights of a BLMS ADF realized using the FFT can be adjusted either in the time 
domain or in the frequency domain, leading to the time-domain BLMS (TBLMS) algorithm or the fre
quency-domain BLMS (FBLMS) algorithm, respectively. In Part I of the paper, we first present new 
results on the overlap-add realization and the number-theoretic transform realization of the FBLMS 
ADF's. Then, we study how we can incorporate the concept of different frequency-weighting on the 
error signals and the self-orthogonalization of weight adjustment in the FBLMS ADF's, and also in the 
TBEMS ADF's. As a result, we 아low that the TBLMS ADF can also be made to have the same fast conver
gence speed as that of the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS ADF. Next, based on the properties of the sec
tioning operations in weight adjustment, we discuss unconstrained FBLMS algorithms that can 호educe 
two FFT operations both for the overlap-save and overlap-add realizations. Finally, we investigate by 
computer simulation the effects of different parameter values and different algorithms on the convergence 
behaviors of the FBLMS and TBLMS ADF's. In Part II of the p죠per, we will analyze the convergence 
characteristics of the TBLMS and FBLMS ADF's.
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요 익E

블럭적응 여과기는 구현시에 고속半리에변호！■ 기법을 이용하면 계산량을 대폭 술임 수 있음이 밝혀지시 너子사들의 

관심을 끌어 왔다. 본 논문은 2 편으로 구성되어 있는데, 제 1부세서는 블럭적응 이피-，I의 여러가지 卄혀방법을 어-《 

하고 제 2부에서는 성능분석의 결과들을 논의하卫 있다. 블럭적응 여파기의 계수가 회석해를 추적하노목 하는 서응이 

고리즘은 시간영역 또는 주파수영역에서 동작하게 할 수 있는데 이를 각각 시간영역 및 수파수■잉억 -J럭 석응 여外기 

로 부른다. 특히 제 1부에서는 이들 두 구조 사이의 공통섬 및 대비 관계를 명확하게 할 것이나. 구체，!으_두. 세］早 

에서는 먼저 overlap-add 방식에 의한 卫속 구현방빕과 정수론적 변화 기법에 으」한 克윰석인 子히방너네 W 한 司 『 

결과들을 발표한다 그리고 나서 계수 설계시에 주파수영역의 정보를 수파수대역마다 차등으로 석용하는 방법가，어나 

기 계수의 최적해 추정에 있어서 수렴시간 단축을 위한 $시 f-wthcg 이 lalizaHcm 방법을 주과수영역은 물논 ，「사잉역 另 

럭적응 여파기들에도 적용할 수 있음을 보인다. 다음으로 계수의 블럭적응을 위한 입줄력데이너 블러呈일 방법의 

질에 근거해서 고속푸리에변환 연산을（부분석으로）생략할 수 있는 비제약 주파수영역 블릭식응 여가기에 난차］서 느

의한다. 제 1부의 마지막으로 여러가지 여파기 상수값들과 

컴퓨터 시뮬레이션을 통해서 조사한 결고+를 발표한다,

I. INTRODUCTION

Since Widrow and Hoff proposed the least 
mean-square (LMS) algorithm [ 1 ], many re
searchers have studied various structures and 
adaptation algorithms for adaptive digital filters 
(ADF's). At present, applications of ADF's 
can be found in many diverse fields, and their 
application areas are being widened further with 
the rapid advance in the digital integrated circuit 
technology [l]-[6].

The performance characteristics of the LMS 
algorithm have been studied extensively, and 
thus are relatively well understood [7]. Among 
various structures and adaptation algorithms 
proposed so far, the finite impulse response 
(FIR) ADF using the LMS algorithm is being 
widely used due to its relative simplicity in 
realization. However, one drawback of the LMS 
algorithm is known to be its slow convergence 
speed when the input signals are highly correlat
ed [1],[2].

So far, considerable research effort has been 
directed toward the realization of the FIR 
ADF's using the LMS-type algorithms in the 
frequency domain [8] -[35]. The m^jor motiva
tion for such frequency-domain ADF's is to 
develop an ADF which has improved conver
gence speed or is computationally more efficient

서로 다른 알고리즘들이 여파기 수렴틈싱세 비기。영향을

in comparison to the conventional LMS ADF. 
In the frequency-domain adaptive filtering, the 
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the input 
signals provides a set of approximately uncor
related signals, thereby making it possible to 
implement a self-orthogonalizing algorithm easily 
in the frequency domain for improving the 
convergence speed [20]-[23] ,[26] ,[34] ,[35] 
At the same time, by processing data on a block- 
by-block basis, the transversal ADF can be real
ized efficiently using the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) and an appropriate sectioning method 
[13] ,[24] ,[33]. However, the computational 
savings cannot be expected in some of the fre
quency-domain ADF's that a호e operated on a 
sample-by-sample basis [ 14],[ 18] ,[23] ,[35].

One of the most significant work done in 
the frequency-domain adaptive filtering appears 
to be the work by Clark, Mitra, and Parker 
[12] J 15],[ 16],[ 19] ,[24]. In [ 16]. by intro
ducing the concept of block Wiener filtering, 
they presented the basic theory and convergence 
properties of the FIR block LMS (BLMS) ADF 
that is obtained by minimizing the block mean- 
squared error (BMSE). As a result, 아iey obtained 
a condition under which the convergence be 
haviors of the LMS and BLMS ADF's are the 
same for stationary inputs. In a subsequent 
paper [24], specific implementations of the 
BLMS ADF were discussed based on the IF I 
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and an appropriate sectioning method. It was 
shown that the wei아its of the BLMS ADF 
realized using the FFT can be adjusted either in 
the time domain or in the frequency domain, 
leading to the time-domain BLMS (TBLMS) 
algorithm or the frequency-domain BLMS 
(FBLMS) algorithm, respectively, Also, it was 
shown that all of the known frequency-domain 
ADF's in the literature are included in the 
realization structures derived in [24]. Another 
significant result is that the overlap-save imple
mentation requires less computation for the 
BLMS ADF than the overlap-add implementa
tion.

The self-orthogonalization method in the 
frequency domain was introduced as a fre
quency-domain LMS (FLMS) algorithm for the 
first time by Narayan and Peterson [ 14]. As for 
the FBLMS ADF. a similar concept was studied 
by Mansour and Gray [ 20] and by Picchi and 
Prati [ 26 ]. It is noted here that the FLMS 
ADF in [ 14] was proposed independently of 
the BLMS ADF. HoweveiJ although the self
orthogonalizing FLMS and FBLMS ADFs 
were known to have significantly improved 
convergence speed, their perfo하nance, parti
cularly the steady-state mean-squared error 
(MSE), has not been studied analytically until 
recently. The performance of the FLMS ADF 
has recently been analyzed by Lee and Un 
[35]. In this study it was shown that its conver
gence factor can be chosen such that the steady
state MSE satisfies the design specification. 
In another work by the same authors, it has 
been found that the FBLMS ADF reduces to 
the FLMS ADF when the block length is equal 
to one, and the convergence factors of the two 
ADF's can be related to each other [28]. There
fore, based on the results of [28] and [35], 
the steady-state pertormance ol the seli-ortho- 
gonalizing FBLMS ADF can be investigated 
Although several structures of the BLMS ADF 
were studied in [24], no extensive results on the 
performance characteristics of the BLMS ADF's 
have been reported yet.

In this work, we extensively study the 
structures and performance characteristics of the 
BLMS ADF's. Part I is devoted largely to the 
systematic development of various BLMS ADF's, 
whereas Part II is concerned with a comprehen
sive performance analysis of those algorithms 
developed in Part I. In Part I of the paper, based 
on a unified matrix treatment, we first discuss 
the overlap-save and overlap-add sectioning 
methods for the fast convolution realization of 
the TBLMS ADF, and then extend our discus
sion to the FBLMS ADF. In particular, we 
present some new results of the overlap-add 
realization and the number-theoretic transform 
realization of the FBLMS ADF. We then study 
how we can incorporate in the BLMS ADF's 
the concept of different frequency-weighting on 
the error signals and the concept of the self
orthogonalization of the weight adjustment in 
the frequency domain for improving the con
vergence speed. These objectives are accomplish
ed by formulating it directly in the frequency 
domain, thereby obtaining 하 he frequency- 
weighted FBLMS (FWFBLMS) algorithm and the 
self-orthogonalizing FBLMS algorithm. It is 
shown that, when frequency weighting is uni
form, the FWFBLMS algorithms realized using 
the overlap-save and overlap-add sectioning 
methods reduce to the FBLMS algorithms. 
Also, we investigate the effect of the conver
gence factor on the steady-state MSE of the 
self-o호thogonaliziug FBLMS ADF's. Then, it is 
아iown that we can derive the TBLMS versions 
of those FBLMS algorithms utilizing the con
cepts of frequency-weighting and self-orthogonal
ization. Therefore, the TBLMS ADF can be 
made to have the same fast convergence speed 
as that of the self^orthogonalizing FBLMS 
ADF. Next, we investigate the possibility of 
removing some sectioning operations in the 
wei아]t-adjustmem algorithms of the FBLMS 
ADF's realized using the overlap-save and over- 
lap-add sectioning methods. Specifically, based 
on the properties of the sectioning matrices 
used in representing the original FBLMS ADF's, 
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possible reduced forms are suggested both for 
the overlap-save and overlap-add realizations. 
One of these algorithms has been called the 
unconstrained FBLMS (UFBLMS) algorithm in 
the literature [21 ]. The performance character
istics of these UFBLMS ADF's will be analyzed 
extensively in Part II.

The organization of Part I of the paper is 
as follows. In Section II we introduce the matrix 

representations of the BLMS ADF and its varia
tions realized using the fast convolution. In 
Section III we discuss the frequency-weighted 
and self-orthogonalizing algorithms for the 
FBLMS ADF, and 난len for the TBLMS ADF. 
Based on the properties of the sectioning mat
rices, we investigate the structures of the un
constrained FBLMS weight-adjustment algor
ithms both for the overlap-save and overlap
add sectioning methods in Section IV. In Section 
V we present and discuss computer simulation 

results demonstrating the performance charac
teristics of the BLMS ADF's. Finally, we draw 
conclusions in Section VI.

II. REALIZATION OF BLMS ADF BASED ON 
FAST CONVOLUTION

In this section, we first introduce the matrix 
representations of the BLMS ADF and its varia- 
tions which will be used in our subsequent dis
cussion. The fast convolution realization of the 
BLMS ADF using the two common sectioning 
methods, Le., overlap-save and overlap-add sec
tioning, was discussed by Clark et al. [24]. 
Unlike for the case of overlap-save sectioning, 
they discussed the overlap-add realization me
thod only when the block length and the number 
of weights are equal. In this paper, we present 
new results on the overlap-add realization 
method.

A. System Equations of the BLMS ADF

We consider an FIR ADF operated on the 
block-by-block basis, each block being L data 
samples long. We assume that the FIR ADF 

has M weights : 5 and that the filter produces 
its output : vn; from the input . xn: and the 
desired response dn i. All the signals are assum
ed to be stationary and real-valued. Throughout 
the paper, we use "k" for the block index.

We begin with the BMSE defined as1

el ； E〔戒 ej ‘ 卩

where

E스-■ -Cki. 11• ■ -ekl.. ,

e*- z 스da. - 广, 厂 ()M M L 1,

*鱼宀 J Wr xki.r ； = x"」wk.

Wk 느 ■ Wk, o Wk, 1 ''' Wy 서 2 Wk. m - 1 : ',

and

XkL t L스. [_ Wl + t >^kl. • I - i ' ' ' Xkl, i I M 2 ^kl. ■ / ■ M 1 I •

In (1), E[ , ] and "t‘‘ denote statistical expecta
tion and transpose of a matrix or a vector, res
pectively. Following the same approach used in 
derivation of the LMS algorithm, one can obtain 
the system equations of the BLMS ADF as the 
following [ 16] ,[22] ,[24]:

yk- Xk Wk, ■ 2 a

点=dk -- yk, U"

and

Wk . I - wk ■ 史 Xk 丄‘-.아'k ' 卩 ： '• Wk, -- ;'

where

In this paper, to represent vectors and matrices, we use boldface lower case and capital letters, respectively. Elements 
of vectors and matrices are represented by lower case letters. In addition, we 디se script letters to denote transform
domain variables-
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XkL Xrl- 1 XkL ■- 2 XkL M l

Xj i 8 XkL i - 、上—；M 2

Xrl + 2 xkL+ 1 XkL • XkL M 3

Xk[. + L 2 XkL.+ L-3 XkL + L. - 4 xkl. M 1. . r-

X-kL + l- 1 xkL^L 2 XkL+L 3 Xkl. M 1.

Yk i스 L\kL V k L + i …XkL L 1 ,

dk _스[ (Irl IdkL

and 以 is a convergence factor. In (1) and (2), 
the sizes of Xk and wk are (LxM) and (Mxl), re
spectively, and those of column vectors yk , dk 
and e k are all (Lxl). It is noted here that 
direct realization of (2) requires 2LM multi
plication operations.

B. Fast Convolution Realization
The convolution (2a) and the correlation 

(2c) may be computed efficiently using the fact 
that Xk is Toeplitz when it is square. That is, 
Xk and XL have a structure that can be made 
a circulant matrix by appropriate modification, 
which is equivalent to the overlap-save or over
lap-add sectioning procedure [36] ,[37]. As will 
be seen, the use of matrix representations in our 
discussion makes it possible to handle various 
algorithms effectively in studying the character

istics of the BLMS ADF.

1) Overlap-Save Sectioning: A fast con
volution realization of the BLMS ADF using 
the FFT and the overlap-save sectioning method 
is well documented in [24]. Therefore, here 
we just summarize the results using our nota
tions. First, we define three frequency-domain 
variables that are given by the transforms of 
the augmented time-domain variables as the 

following [22} ,[24]:

‘丛스F sXk F-1, (3 a)

K全Fm, (3 b)

and

必k 스 F sek, (3 c)

where F is the (NxN) DFT matrix with N 壹L ? M
1 : nz, and the two (Nxl) column vectors are 

defined by

^恥 스(3d)

스 I. 으 j l'L. ( 3 e)

and () denotes a zero vector or matrix. In (3a), 
is an (NxN) circulant matrix whose fiist

column for the case of the widely-used overlap
save sectioning is given as허

0---0 i XkL- M - I，XkL_,M_2 ■■■XkL -1 I XkLXkL + l ■■■XkL + L- 2 XkL + l.-l i

Nz (M-l) previous data L data in the current 
block

⑷

where N고 is the number of zero data, which 
allows to choose a suitable transform length of 
N. Thus, the circulant matrix sXk contains the 
(LxM) matrix Xk on the lower left corner as 
follows [22]3 :

쓴-宜」 ⑸
M M M

Therefore, one can see from the discrete con
volution theorem [37] that sAx of (3a) is an 

(NxN) diagonal matrix Miose diagonal elements 
are given by the DFT of the first column of

Assuming the circular down shift property, a circulant matrix, is com이eteiy specified by any column or row [24] , 
【37].

It is noted here that in (5) the direct relation between Xk and sXk makes it possible to realize the BLMS ADF more 
efficiently using overlap-save sectioning than overlap-add sectioning. As will be seen later, since the effects of the 
matrices Xa , Xb and Xc are removed by the sectioning operations, the Nz zero data in (4) can be replaced by the 
previous data \ xui. : m *■ n .. -1 ■■ ，서 * n~ - 2 ： …乂" - ： m +「)아如 - m I •
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X in (4) [22] ,[24]. Consequently, by com

bining the equations of (2a),(2c), and (3)-(5), 
one can get the same results as those in [24]. 
That is,

"yk=P,LF'(sK； s@k) (6 a)

and

Wk+】 = Wk+以 P시, (sXk sek ) (6 b)

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate. 
In (6), P, L and PM, are (LxN) and (MxN) sec
tioning matrices for obtaining the final results 
and they are defined as

P.lA i IJL and |O] M (7)

where I denotes an identity matrix and the 
subscript on 1 represents the dimension of I 
It is noted that no constraints on the values of 

L, M, and N have been imposed in our discussion 
of the overlap-save realization method.

So far, we have discussed the matrix re
presentation of the BLMS ADF realized using 
the FFT and overlap-save sectioning method. 
Before proceeding further, we summarize the 
design procedure used which will be useful in 
deriving the overlap-add realization method 
later in the next subsection.

Ove회Sectioning Procedure for PLMS 
ADF

Step 2 : Augment the 
according to 
'X and sXk 
that Jr and 
the products

Step 1 : Construct the circulant matrix sXk (In 

other words, choose the elements of 
the first column of sxk) — Sectioning 
of input data [see (4) and (5)].

weight and error vectors 
the relation between 

(or XL and sXt ) such 
Awk can be contained in 
sXkM and sxL 4 res

pectively. --Augmentation of co
efficients [see i (2a),(3a),(3d),(5) and 
丨(2c),(3c),(3e),(5)}].

Step 3 : Design appropriate output sectioning 
matrices so as to obtain yk and Awk from 
$氣 swk and 普缺，respectively.
--Sectioning of output data [see i(2a), 
(3d),(5),(6a),(7) i and ; (2c),(3e),(5), 
(6b),(7) 口.

2) Overlap-add Sectioning: Remembering 
the three design steps outlined above for overlap
save sectioning, let us consider the overlap-add 
sectioning procedure for the fast convolution 
realization of a BLMS ADF. In the first step, 
we con마ruct an (NxN) circulant matrix aXk for 
overlap-add sectioning. The most common choice 
is to design the first column of aXk as

I Xkl XkL + 1 I，XkL + L- 2 XjtLrL- 1 0............................................ Q (

L data in the current block (M — 1 + Nz) zeros

It can easily be expected that, unlike the overlap- 
save sectioning case, some part of Xk in (2) 
will not appear in aXk because (8) does not 
include the previous data ?xkL_M_t)XkL ,.M_2■ 
xkI.-2xkL丨. As discussed in [24], this aspect 
together with the change of the weights once in 
every block results in the increased number of 
FFT's needed in the overlap-add realization.

The number of the required FFT's in the 
overlap-add realization depends on the relative 
size of L with respect to that of M. In the follow
ing, we illustrate the relationship between 
Xk and aXk- for different L's given M. In these 

examples, the value of L is varied from 2 to 가 

for M=4 and Nz -■ 0 .

Examples of Xk and a Xk

i) M — 4 , 2 and N:- 5
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I i I! M

，k

"\1 1, 1, 3 and

~ T,.~ --
3 k - 1 -

.1 Xak

、：3k . 2 *3k + 1

N 6

0 0 x3k • 2 X3k

<3k • 1

1______

0

1

0 0 X3k

- 2 "<3k 〜 t X3k
1
i () 0 0

0 ；*

1__ _
2 、3k•1 u ()

0 0
1
1、3k - ? X3kr 1 1 X3k 0

L.____ __
1

0 0 X3k - 2
________

1 . 1 X3k

Ak

£

4. L 1 and N

X4k

Jk - 21

■ 3 Jk • 2

0 Jk ■ 3

0 u

0 0

x4k 0

Jk * l、Jk

We can see from the abobe examples that, if we 
compute(2a)and(2c)using the overlap-add sec 

tioning method, we need aXk, 요、andaXk- 2for 
computing Ak,iBk , and Ck-2. respectively. In 
general, to compute Xk wk and X"k , we needaXk 

aXk !, ■■■,aXk. rwhere r L 1 j , indicating 

the least integer that is equal to or greater than 
the quantity inside the bracket. It is noted that, 

whenl, ； i.the value of r becomes the minimum 
value of 1 in which case ；1Xk and aXk ： will be 
used. For simplicity, we will consider the case of 
L M 1 in our discussion of the overlap-add 

realization. For our discussion of overlap-add 
realization, we depict Xk and aXk in Fig. 1 
whenL ; M l.In this figure.A[ and A£(or B： and
Bk) have the same elements, but are located in 

different places It is noted that if L>M l.Akand 
Bk always exist in a Xk independently of the 
nonnegative integer Nz. However, the complete 
Ar exists only if Nz 1 >oNz -i), and 
Bk exists only if I, M - - O U. e., L . M Therefore, 
the use of A] in aXk and , in aXx_i is most 
the use of Ak in aXk and Bk 、 in aXk.! is 
most desirable for computing (2a) and (2c). The 
second step is to augment the weight and error 
vectors so as to compute yh and Awk in terms of
Ai and Bk > included in aXK and (, res

pectively.
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It is noted from (9b) and (9c) that and 目珏 

are related to each other via the (NxN) matrix 
S서 . i, a as

，1项

whre

J

M-l 1」Nz

L ! 「° ： o-
冬M - 11 Im ■-1 } 0

Nz 1 0 ' 6

In the third step, by properly sectioning the 
outut, we can obtain yk and ― wk as

yk- Pl., aXk awk i Qv, aXk.., a Wk (.11!

and

Fig, 1. A schematic representation of Xk and aXk for 
overlap-add sectioning when LNM- 1 (L=5, 
M즉4, Nz 그2), 
(a) Xk (b) aXK

A Wk PM , aX* a Cx "1" m , a Xr ： a 은k "士

where the (LxN) sectioning matrices Pl, and
Ql , and the (MxN) matrix UM , are defined as

One can see from (2a), (2c), and Fig. 1 
that in order to use A£ and BC t, we must de
fine an augmented weight vector and two aug
mented error vectors as the following:

L, 쓰 « ' (시 , 

L N~L

(13!

■14；

L M 1 &

a Wk 싀 쁘叩"
O .1 N-M ,

aek
으 ] l

O J N-L

(9a)

(9b)

and

r JO： O ： O I' 
% 싀 O L

1 M 1 L,

and

aek 스 [ 0 ■■- 0 Pxi. ekY. M.......ekL+M i ()…()1

L M 1 Nz

Defining the frequency-domain variables as

aX厶 Fa XkF * He

k 스Fa、%、 13"
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aek E Eaek .
(16c) 'i~ J

1 X3k
1

——1
0 -

[

0 X3k+ 2 X3k ▼ 1 「Wk, 0 ；
1 1

and
1
1 X3K + 1
1

1
X3k 1 0 0 、【3k + 2

1 !

aXk aWL 1,X3k+2

1
X3k+ I 1 X3k 0 0 0

a ©k t a - (16d)

0 X3k+ 2 〉<3k + 1 x3k () 0

we finally get the fast convolution realization o n 、：3k 2 Y3k < I 、:3k o

of the BLMS ADF based on overlap-add sec- (20 a)

tioning as the following:

>'k Pl., F 1 Gi A h a<<i k / ' Q[. F 1 (aA；顷" 〉(3k- 3 0 0 X3K-1 X3R-2

(171 f 1

X3k-2 X3k- 3 0 0 X3k- 1 "华丄

and aXk- i a、％ ■" X 3 k - i X3k-2 X3k 3 () 0 ()

LC： 奂£ X3R-2 X3k 3 0 0

Wk, !…Wk '以 i Pm, F 1a^k) -l：M, F 1 (a瓦Mk)； _ 0 () X3k 1 X3K-2 X3k- 3 0

(20 b)

To demonstrate the overlap-add realization 
method discussed above, let us consider a low-

1 X3k
1

乂恥t I X3k + ；。
1

0 代'云「
1 i

order filter example vith M=2, L=3, and N=5 1 0 X3k， 1 0 1 I
1 5+1 l

(i.e., 
by

Xz 드 1), for which Yk and J Wk are given
a Xk a ©k 0 0 ^3k ^3k- X・3k + 2

> 1

1厂 1
1 t 3 k + 2 1

、、【3k + 2 0 0 X3K X3k + 1 ()

yk -

^3k Jk 1

X3k + 1

"0

(19a)

X3k+ 1 、】3k + 2 3 0 0 X3k 0 _
20c ；

k • 2 、3k ■ 1

Wk, !

and

and 3 X3k - 2 X3k 0 0 0 ■

0 X3k X3k- i^3k- 1 () 0

[(崩 a Xk - 1 a 으k ：：" 0 () Xg X3k 2 X3k 1 0

1 、Ik \ 3k < ：、3k • >
1

! ___ _ _ _
i

，rt I ...
丨H.
1

i 1Mb) f) （） -2 K•眨2

, '{p ■ ;■ X，.k X此 (! ii

⑵)d !

니sing the definitions of 我 X k . ."1 k . and

we obtain four convolution and correlation Consequently, according to (11)-(15) and (20),

terms as follows. we get
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X3kWk,o ^x3k_, wk, 1

X3k Wk.o 1 Wk. 1

X3k + I wk,o +x3kwK. 1 ―>— 0

X3k+2、Vk, 0 ‘Xk + l Wk,) 0

(21a)

X3K+2 Wk, 0 "! X3k + 1 Wk, 1

and

X3k e3k+x3k+l t 1 +乂아— 2 °3k + 2

△ Wk =
_ Xjk C3X+ 1 4 X3k^i C3K I 2

()

(21b)

X3ke3k + X3k + 1 e3k+ 1 +x3K - 2 e3k * 2

X3k--l ©3k. + XiRe3k+ 1 4" 乂此-，- "？3k + 2

It is noted that in [24], when L=M, Awk was 
computed using A£ and Mi, and yk was com
puted using Ar and Bk l . However, in that 
case, more restrictions must be imposed on the 
parameter values. Specifically, to use A] and 
Bl' it is required that L：>M andNz ?;L M.The 

latter condition comes from the fact that to 
obtain a correct 一 wkf A J and D in Fig. 1 should 
not be overlapped and thus M - \z 1. Conse
quently, when L >Mand N『L M one can obtain 
from (2c),(9),(16) and Fig. 1 an alternative 
realization method for weight adjustment as

Wk,1 i Wk •以！ Pm, F1 (aXKaeJ t VM, F 1 /饥)，

?22a)

where the (MxN) sectioning matrix 'm is 
defined as

v 八 j () (). O I 1
M' 스 丨 0 ' Imt : 0 J M .

M4 Nz M - 1 L -M 2사)}

It is noted that, when L드M andNz L the results 
of (17) and (22) become the same as those in 

[24]. Comparing (18) and (22), it appears that 
realization of the BLMS ADF based on (18) 
requires one more FFT in comparison to that 
based on (22). However, one can note from (7), 
(9c),(15), and Fig, 1 that the first element of 
the product aXk-i aek is always zero, and thus 
VM, in (18) can be replaced by PM, Therefore, we 
can realize (18) with one FFT operation elimi
nated as the following:

Wk + ] ― Wk +以 Pm , X (a Ck T a A k i a

Note that the two weight-adjustment algorithms 
in (18) and (23) yield the same performance.

C. Frequency-domain ELMS Algorithms

Up to now, we have discussed efficient 
realization of the BLMS ADF in (2) using the 
fast convolution. As a result, the weight adjust
ment algorithm in (2c), which is desc호ibed in 
terms of the time-domain variables, can be 
realized using the FFT's as in (6b),(18),(22), 
and (23). However, in those algorithms the 
weights are adjusted still in the time domain. 
Hereafter, we shall call (6b), (18), and (22) 
the time-domain BLMS (TBLMS) algorithms.. 
The weights of the BLMS algorithm realized 
using the FFT's can also be adjusted in the fre
quency domain. Using the definition of the 
frequency-domain weight vectors, we obtain the 
frequency-domain BLMS (FBLMS) algorithms 
corresponding to (6b),(18),(2?), and (23), 
respectively, as the following:

Overlap-Save

sfi* k.! - sWk - H R岸 1 s -Vk < .

Overlap-Add I

k • i ：i<W k ' ” 尸나 .:.i A k
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or

aOlk. 1 a6> k 4•以 PM.o(a.Yk aCk 1 a -V K a Pk ' (25b)

Overlap-Add II :

a<W k * 1 a6>k * 以 i Hd '■ aA k a / " M. »■ a A k - i a )I (26丿

In (24)-(26), the (NxN) matrices pM 0 CM,0 and 
VM,o are defined as

PM.O A EPm.o r \ tM,0A ECm.o F \ and VM.o aFVm.0E

(27)

where

p , I p어，I M r a I u서. I M

is 느] 0 ] L, Lmq 비 0 I L.

-N N

As will be seen in Section IV, the FBLMS algor
ithms have some special structures resulting 
from the unique properties of f M.o and 
VM.o - In particular, the FBLMS algorithms appear 
to be working well without the sectioning 
operations represented by PM,0 and l M o in 
most applications. However, 0 cannot be 
removed without serious performance degrada
tion.

D. Alternative Realization Structures

It is known that the number-theoretic 
transforms (NTT's) have several desirable pro- 
perties in computing convolutions and cor
relations in comparison to the FFT [38). How
ever for the NTT realization, the complex 
conjugate operation in computing should 
be avoided. To eliminate the complex conju
gate, we apply the result in [39] to the TBLMS 
and FBLMS algorithms realized using ove미ap- 
save sectioning. As a result, for (6b) and (24) 

41

we obtain alternative adjustment algorithms, 
respectively^ as the following [221 ,[33]:

Wkrl - Wk-t Z,PM. F；s.Vk(r , q)； 卽

and

®…〜叭盘FPxF JLIFj eQ； 四

It is noted here that, unlike (6b) and (2가), the 
algorithms shown in (28) and (29) can be realiz

ed using either the NTT or the FFT. Using the 
relation F2 -NE[39], the FBLMS algorithm of 
(29) can be realized alternatively as

S<U k + i = sS k +以 N Pm,0 E I s Xk( F s £k )丨 (3(b

In (30), the (NxN) matrix E is defined by

E A U'i, j /, e-, j _ (i - j , 2 i.uid 1 冬l j MN , \31 ■

where < and《•) denote the delta function and 
the modulo N operation, respectively. It can be 
seen from (30) and (31) that E does not involve 
multiplication operations and is actually a 
matrix representation of reversing (modulo N) 
operations on the N rows of a matrix or a vector 
that follows E . A similar discussion can be 
made for overlap-add sectioning.

III. INCORPORATION OF FREQUENCY
DOMAIN INFORMATION IN BLMS 
ADF's

In Section II we have discussed the TBLMS 
and FBLMS algorithms as efficient realization 
methods for the BLMS ADF that we derived 
by minimizing the BMSF defined originally in 
the time domain. Of course, we can consider 
minimization of the BMSE defined alternatively 
in the frequency domain. Thus, the FBLMS 
algorithm can also be derived directly by mini
mizing the frequency-domain BMSE (FBMSE) 
[21]J24],
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Our main concern here is how we can in
corporate in BLMS ADF's some desirable infor
mation which originates from the frequency
domain consideration. It is conceptually natural 
to design those algorithms directly in the fre
quency domain. Different weighting on the 
frequency-domain errors and self-orthogonaliza
tion of the frequency-domain weights will be 
discussed in this context. Then, it will be shown 
that these frequency-domain modifications done 
in the FBLMS algorithms can be realized equally 

in the TBLMS algorithms.

A. Frequency-Weighted FBLMS Algorithms

In some applications, it is desirable to design 
the BLMS ADF with different frequency-weight
ing on the error signals depending on the relative 
significance of various frequency bands. For 
example, in speech enhancement it is more 
important perceptually to reduce noise in the 
frequency range of 1 to 3 kHz [31] ,[40]. 
Another example is designing of fixed-coeffi
cient digital filters using the LMS algorithm, in 
which frequency weighting can be utilized ef
fectively to satisfy the more critical design 
requirement at certain frequencies than at 
other [1, Chap. 9]. As a performance criterion 
satisfying this need, we define the frequency- 
weighted BMSE(FWBMSE) as4

啤*스e[或 rej (32)

where the asterisk denotes complex-conjugate 
transpose of a vector or a matrix. In (32), r is an 
(NxN) diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements 
are nonnegative and their relative magnitudes 
represent the relative significance of each fre
quency component. It should be noted from (32) 
that the frequency-domain error vector ek has 
not been specified yet. The frequency-domain 
error vector 玮 is obtained by transforming the 

augmented error vector in which zero data are 
added to the time-domain error vector in an 
appropriate way. On the other hand, the time
domain error vector is also related directly to 
the filter output vector through the relation 
琮=dk— yk Therefore, the frequency-domain error 

vector ek can be of different form depending 
on how the augmented error vector and the 
output vector are computed. This implies that 
different weight-adjustment algorithms can result 
from different computation methods for yk. In 

other words, unlike in the minimization of the 
time-domain BMSE, some information on the 
filter realization must be specified in the fre
quency-domain formulation.

Let us consider the overlap-save and over
lap-add cases in Oder, The frequency-domain 
error vector sCk for the overlap-save realiza
tion can be obtained from (2b),(3c),(3e), and 
(6a). Since we are going to compute _ 2
ek/ there must be some constraint on

[see (24)]. As done in [20] and PM,0 swk 
we can implement this constraint as the follow
ing:

seks- R, L($Xk r) $3

where

•0 으 f|』R" 스 FPs"

I O ]N~L
如 d%시 p丄 , 侷

N

Noting from (32) that e件一卜，"ci* !T5 '《 

one can obtain so> k as

스—R.’KH日)* r 2 sekjj. 拚

Thus, using an instantaneously estimated grad
ient, we get a frequency-weighted FBLMS

It is noted that there is no distance concept in the NTT case. Therefore, the NTT realization will not be considered 
whenever the concept of magnitude is necessary in our discussion.
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(FWFBLMS) algorithm as the following:

k * 1 - s«U k " f-l sX'kH). i,「s 玮. 136)

In obtaining (36), we used the relations p* 0 />M 
and P*L - Po. l [see (27) and (34)]. It is noted 
from (36) that, when 「 is an identity matrix, 
the FWFBLMS algorithm -reduces to the FBLMS 
algorithm in (24) since 尸°」s?k from
(3c),(3e) and (34).

Similarly, as for the case of overlap-add 
realization, the frequency-domain error vector 
aek can be represented from (2b),(9b),(17) 
and (25b) by

a e>k ■" a rfk ；( H.. 0 a Xk I Q l. o a ( H丄 o aCt>k ■ > '.土 '

where /七顼丄 FFL)F 1. Q l.g 旦 FQ】.,。F 1 ,

Thus, we obtain da>kas

己 a«i> k I4- i i r 1 2【PL, 0 ' Q L.o a*k - i)H" i *

(rr 2 (381

As done in derivation of (36), we finally obtain 
an FWFBLMS algorithm based on overlap
add sectioning as the following:

a<i> k t i ：~' a<U k U Pm、0 a Ar P\、q Fa f k ! a Ar - j Q *.o T a / ■

Even when r is an identity matrix, the adjust
ment algorithm (39) in its present form appears 
to be somewhat different from (25b) though 

、o M f<\. However, it can be shown that using 

the definitions of and Sm 璀 in (10),( 14), 

and (37) leads to

Q"-S如

Therefore, when r I. we get for the second 

term of (39)

a Al、--1 Q *, o a 1 F Sm • LO a 玮■ 스*k- 1 a ©k . (4U

Consequently, we can see that, unlike (25a), 
the FBLMS algorithm (25b) can be formulated 
directly in the frequency domain. This is be
cause, when computing the correlation in (25a), 
we did not use the same A J and R：」as in 
computation of the convolution (11).

B. Self-orthogonalizing FBLMS Algorithms

Several researchers proposed the so-called 
self-orthogonalizing algorithms to improve the 
convergence speed of the LMS-type algorithm 
[41 ] ,[42]. The self-orthogonalizing algorithm 
uses a matrix convergence factor that is obtained 
by multiplying the inverse of the autocorrela
tion matrix by a scalar constant. It can easily 
be shown from (1) and (2) that the mean of the 
weight-error vector which characterizes the 
convergence behavior of the BLMS algorithm 
in (2) is given as

E L vh, ； j = I村"bRx) E [ vkj (42

where vk Awk— wopf and bKx4 E[_ XJ Xki , 

Therefore, a self-orthogonalizing algorithm for 
(2) can be of the following form:

Wk.: Wk 1 7hRx1 Xi C,

where / is a constant that affects the conver
gence behavior of the algorithm. Since the 
FBLMS algorithm is an exact implementation of 
the BLMS algorithm, a self-orthogonalizing 
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overlap-save FBLMS algorithm which is equi
valent to (43) becomes from (3d) and (6b)

M N- M (44!

However, in practice the self-orthogonali- 
zing algorithms in the frequency domain have 
been usually realized by using the frequency
domain information (i.e., frequency-domain 
power) [14],[21], The self-orthogonalizing 
overlap-save FBLMS algorithm that has attracted 
attention recently can be represented as the 
foUowing [22],[26],[34]:

s<Wk +1 ■ - s(Uk T 7 q s花'sAk s务， (45；

So far, the use of an (NxN) diagonal matrix for 
s*kin (45) has been successful according to 

simulation results, and its diagonal elements 
are given as the following [21] ,[35]:

Adiag (sA, o, sR.i, sPkli,…，)(46a)

where

s-P k, i 스 8sFk-i,i+ ( 1 ~ 8 ) UZk. i sZk. i

O^i^N 1, (46b)

and sXk,, is the 辰 diagonal element of . We 
can see from (46) that each diagonal element of 
sRk is an estimated power spectrum for each 

frequency component of the input using a one- 
pole low-pass filter (LPF). In (각6b), the smooth
ing constant J controls the accuracy and the 
time constant in estimating the frequency
domain signal power [35]. It is noted that in 
[26],the frequency-domain signal power s/\.i was 
estimated alternatively using the cumulative 
average up to the present time as the following：

Comparing the two self-orthogonalizing 
FBLMS algorithms of (44) and (45), we can see 
that realization of (44) requires far more com
putations than that of (45) [29]. Particularly, 
estimation of B/?x and inversion of the estimated 

matrix are required for (44). Also, it is seen from 
(44) and (45) that the self-orthogonalization 
operations are done in a different order in two 
cases, that is, after and before the sectioning 
operation respectively. Therefore, noting 
that (44) is an exact implementation of (43), 
one may raise a question as to how the self
orthogonalizing FBLMS algorithm in (45) 
works. This aspect will be discussed in Part II.

As for the case of the overlap-add section
ing realization, we propose the self-orthogonali- 
zing FBLMS algorithm of the following form：

nCJ k - I &3 k 7 0( h Ak 丄.必k - m " 1 .-i 丄 1 a

=s：

where

a Ak 스' a Py o , a【'k. 1 , ' '', a k. i . ' ' ' - ,-i X.i

"'k. i 己#!. 1 18 > '.aZk. i a%" 。冬 I 즈M N 1,

1 K _ _
£ 成.，.sT- . i.

\\ * 1 >■ 0

and a k. i is the ithdiagonal element of
We now investigate the relation between 

the convergence factors 卩 and y based on the 
results published recently. Detailed convergence 
analyses of the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS 
algorithms both fo호 oveilap-save and overlap
add sectioning will be done in Part II. Our dis
cussion in the following applies to the overlap
save case only. It is known that, given the values 
of M and 卩、the TBLMS and FBLMS ADF's 
described in (6),( I 7),( 18),(22a),(23)-(26), and 
(28)-(30) have the same steaciy-state MSE (in 
the region of convergence) regardless ot I. 
including the LMS case for L=1 [ 1 5] J 16], 
[22]. Of course, the steady-state performances 
of the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS algorithms 
realized using the overlap-save sectioning method 
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will be affected significantly by the choice of 
the convergence factor / in (45).

Recently, it has been found that the FBLMS 
ADF reduces to the FLMS ADF regardless of 
self-orthogonalization when the block length 
is equal to one [22]. [28]. Also, it has been 
shown that, for the same steady-state MSF. 

the convergence factor of the FBLMS ADF 
must be N times that of the FLMS ADF. It we 
denote y as the convergence factor of the self
orthogonalizing FLMS ADF, the relation can 

be expressed as [28]

7 a N . 丄「

On the other hand, the performance of the 

FLMS ADF has recently been analyzed in 
connection with that of the LMS ADF by the 
same authors [ 35 ]. The result obtained for the 
same steady-state MSE of the self-orthogonaii- 
zing FLMS ADF and the LMS ADF is given as 
the following [35]:

where s、 is the input signal power. In (50). 
it is noted that, as mentioned before, the FBLMS 
ADF and the LMS ADF can have the same 
steady-state MSE for the same 卜 Consequently, 
we can see from (가9) and (50) that, given the 
values of M and (犬.the overlap-save FBLMS 
ADF's with and without self-orthogonalization 
can have the same steady-state MSE regardless 

of L under the following condition：

7 卩\。"

results corn put er 匕，2淺,拽"十 verjfvhiv

(49 )-( ? 1 i will be given m >ecnon V.

C. Utilization of Frequency-domain Informa-

tion in TBLMS Algorithms
In the previous subsections, we have dis

cussed how we can incorporate some additional 

frequency-domain information in BLMS ADF's. 
Due to the inherent frequency-domain nature of 
these problems, we considered the frequency- 
weighted BLMS ADF and the self-orthogonali- 
zing BLMS ADF directly in the frequency 
domain. However, it can be seen from (36). 
(39),(45) and (48) that the resulting modifica
tion of the frequncy-domain information occurs 

before the frequency-domain sectioning opera
tion 0 in both cases. Therefore, one can ex
pect that the frequency-domain modification 
done in the FBLMS algorithms can be applied 

equally in the TBLMS cases. This is because 
the TBLMS algorithm has the same term used 
for realizing the correlation in the frequency 

domain.
Let us consider the overlap-save sectioning 

realization.5 We can note from (3b) and (3d) 

that Wk is related to sWk via the following 

relation:

Wk - - P서 , F ' . 勺力

Therefore, multiplying both sides of (36) and 
(45) by Pm. F 1 and noting f Pm, o Pm. we 
obtain the frequency-weighted TBLMS 
(FWTBLMS) algorithm and the self-orthogonali- 
zing TBLMS algorithm, respectively, as the 
following [34]:

Wh . ! ■ Wk •卩 PM . F 1 S Ak Po.1 rs 關

and

Wk ,]…wk * / Pm,卜 S Kk. s，如 s 玮 L)*

As a result, we can conclude that there is no 
difference in the performances of the TBLMS 

A similar discussion can be made on the overlap-add sectioning case.
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and FBLMS ADF's. Particularly, the TBLMS 
ADF can be made to have the same fast conver
gence speed as that of the self-orthogonalizing 
FBLMS ADF, The concept of different frequen
cy-weighting on the error signal can also be 
applied to the TBLMS ADF. On the other 

hand, it can be expected that both TBLMS 
and FBLMS ADF*s have similar complexities 
[24].

Then, defining 

k _

k * i 스 0 十 习以a。" (5() a

and 

k —
iifil k ■< 1 스 Z2 以 M. 0 (a A j i ) (56 b

丿=0

and from (55), we can realize the overlap
add algorithm II as the following:

IV. ELIMINATION OF THE CONSTRAINTS 
IN WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT OF THE 
FBLMS ADF's

It is known that under proper conditions, 
the FBLMS algorithm of (24), which is realized 
using the overlap-save sectioning method, can 
work without the constraint P서, 0 on the wei않its 
[2이,[21]. In this section we discuss which 
sectioning matrices (or which constraints) in 
the weight adjustment of the FBLMS ADF's 
can be removed, thereby reducing two FFT 
operations in realization. In doing so, we treat 
the overlap-save and overlap-add realization 
methods in a unified way based on the properties 
of the sectioning matrices. It should be noted 
that there is no similar concept in the TBLMS 
ADF's.

A. Filter-bank Representation

Unlike the overlap-save realization, the 
FBLMS algorithms derived using overlap-add 
sectioning in Section II-C have two terms in the 
estimated gradient. In the following we show 
that the overlap-add FBLMS algorithms I and II 
in (25) and (26) can be expressed as a bank of 
two adjustment algorithms, each resembling the 
overlap-save FBLMS algorithm. As an example, 
we consider the overlap-add algorithm IL We 
obtain from (26)

k — k

k，1 a바 o ' Zj 以 Rl, q (a a £)十〉二 以 Im, o 
丿=o j =-o

(，a .私 i a 申! . LJ.V

aW k + 1 iCU k • I ' ii<U k + 1 , (：) / a

Wk - ! A k a如) ' ■ > i h

and

k - 1 — ii3k '以 Hi, 0k - I a )， (57(,

where

三acuo and 泓。。三(). (57d

A similar result can be obtained for the overlap
add algorithm I in (25). This filter-bank repre
sentation will be useful in understanding the 
UFBLMS algorithms for overlap-add sectioning.

B. Properties of the Sectioning Matrices and 
Alternative Adjustment Algorithms

It is interesting to note that the sectioning 
matrices /f M.o? and 0 have different 
properties. Specifically, we can show from 
(7),(15),(22b), and (27) that

F*m , o ■■■■'■ . o . t- w.o —知,u , \ 由 o (_).

Therefore, we have from (27) and (58)

"'/'w —)" r , ；tn(l ■'()

where n = 2,3,4,5•….
Let us discuss alternative realization me

thods for (24)-(26), in which some sectioning 
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operations are reordered. For the case of the 
overlap-save sectioning, we can consider the 
following [20]:

sCUk+l =Pm,o s Xks% 丿 (60)

Using the identity H以 尸"in (59), we obtain 
from (60)

k 一
sft> k+ 1 = Ha,0 sSo + Zj 以 s Cj ) (61)

J =S 0 '

Thus, we can see that (24) and (61) are identical 
when 尸虬。=saio. This condition can be met 
by choosing

s<u o = Q or sfii o = F I ¥ I (62)

L (J J N M .

It is noted that unlike (24), the algorithm of (60) 
can converge (to the optimal solution) without 
the condition in (62). A block diagram for the 
realization of the FBLMS ADF based on the 
algorithm of (60) is shown in [34, Fig. 1 ].

Similarly, noting that 丄腿 三成&宀@。三Oand 
尸from (25),(26),(57), and (59), 

we obtain alternative adjustment algorithms for 
the overlap-add algorithms I and II, respectively, 
as

K+ i = @ k + 1 ik + 1 (63)

where

i<^kt I = （“陽七如K a 命,） (64a)
' _ J overlap-

= f-'M, 0 (ii€Ukk- I a^k ) add [ (64 b)

+ i 丁'以a * k a 丿 (65a；
_ ? overlap-

k J U K.Ja.L —Mk) add n <65b'1

It is noted in (65b) that the algorithm of the 

fornij同1< +1 二" V。r +a」*# -1Mk) is not possi- 
ble, in which case - p. VM；0 (aAk aek)since 

K" -O for n會 2 .

C. Unconstrained FBLMS (UFBLMS) Algor
ithms

Based on the representation shown in (63)- 
(65), some reduced forms, in which PM(0 and 
Cm.o are eliminated, can be considered first. 
Then, recombining the results according to the 
filter-bank property of Section IV-A, we obtain 

the UFBLMS algorithms as follows.

Overlap-save

以 sXkMk (66)

Overlap-add I :

a<Uk+ i = a<Wk +以 (a처t a@k ) (67)

Overlap-add II :

k - i aCa k +以!a-^k a 丄 P- K,0( a^k-i a^t ) J (68)

In a similar way, the self-orthogonalizing ver
sions for the UFBLMS algorithms in (66)<68) 
can be obtained from (45) and (48). Based on 
the results obtained so far, it can also be shown 
that the UFBLMS version of (30) becomes

s<U k + 1 = s<U k +" N E I sXk ( fl sCR ) j . (69)

The use of the NTT's in realization of (69) 
yields a BLMS algorithm with further reduced 
complexity.

As a result of removing the constraints, 
we can reduce two FFT operations for each sec
tioning matrix in the fast convolution realiza
tion of the FBLMS ADF's, However, one may 
claim that these computational savings will be 
traded for less accurate performance. One of 
the objectives of Part II is to investigate this 
aspect. It will be seen in Part II that in many 
applications, the use of the UFBLMS algort- 
ithms yields no significant degradation in per
formance.
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V. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results of 
computer simulation, showing the effects of 
different parameter values and different algor

ithms on the convergence behaviors of the 
BLMS ADF's. Our discussion will focus on the 
convergence characteristics of the self-orthogo- 
nalizing FBLMS algorithms. The unconstrained 
algorithms will be discussed in detail in Part II.

For the computer simulation, we have 
simulated the same adaptive equalizer and 
channal characteristics used in our earlier work 
[35] (see also [43]). Several parameter values 
chosen for the simulation are as follows: The 
input signal-to-noise ratio was 30 dB; the eigen
value ratio of the input conelation matrix was 
21; the input signal power (国) was 1.001, 
and the number of squared-error data used for 

computing MSE was 500.
Let us first discuss choosing appropriate 

values of the smoothing constant B and the 
initial values of the power estimates i SFO.)!腭 

To see the effects of different parameter values 
on the convergence behavior, we did computer 
simulation of the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS 
algorithm given in (45) and (46). In the simula
tion, we chose the values of I g,」當 to be 

Po for all values of i. As can be seen in Fig. 2 
and Figs. 4 and 5 in [35] 3 the use of proper 
values for p and Po is even more important in 
the FBLMS ADF than in the FLMS ADF. 
According to the results of the FLMS ADF, 
the values of P° in a relatively broad range were 
acceptable. However, it appears from Fig. 2(a) 
and (c) that the use of 0.9 does not produce 
good transient behavior. When the block length 
is large, this problem becomes more serious, 
and thus, the transient behaviors deviate signi
ficantly depending on P。,. The msuor reason for 
this phenomenon is that, unlike in the FLMS 
ADF, the frequency-domain power of the 
FBLMS ADF is estimated on the block-by- 
block basis. One solution to mitigate this block

effect is to use a reduced value of in order to 
have faster estimation. According to our simula
tion results, o.8 would be a good choice. 
(We use this value throughout Parts I and II.) 
However, a more difficult problem appears to 
be how to choose Po We found that given 
B,, an appropriate value of Po depends on the 

values of 7, N and(乂 Since it is difficult to 
design analytically, we use an empirical value of 

P。4 which can be a good choice for the 
case of L=M. The values of 2.5 and 10.0 in Fig. 
2(b) and (d), respectively, correspond to the 
empirical Po we mentioned.

We now discuss the results of computer 
simulation of different algorithms whose conver
gence factors are chosen according to (49)- 
(51). Fig. 3 verifies the relation between the 
convergence factors a and 7 of the frequency
domain self-orthogonalizing algorithms. It is 
interesting to see that the convergence speed 
of the FLMS algorithm has been improved by
using the block-type FBLMS algorithm. (It 
should be noted that the learning curve of the 
FLMS ADF in Fig. 3 was the best one obtainable 
by varying /3 and Po ) This improvement will be 
explained theoretically in Part II. Fig, 4 com
pares the convergence behaviors of the two 
self-orthogonalizing FBLMS ADF's using overlap
save and overlap-add of the two self-orthogonal- 
izing FBLMS ADF's using overlap-save and 
overlap-add sectioning methods, respectively. 
The overlap-add algorithm is based on (48) 
and uses the same convergence factor y as the 
overlap-save algorithm does. It is noted from 
Fig. 4 that the steady-state MSE of the overlap
add algorithm is slightly worse than that of the 
overlap-save algorithm for the same parameter 

values. (This aspect will also be analyzed in 
Part II.)

Fig. 5 verifies the convergence factor rela
tions in (49)-(51). Also, it can be seen from this 
figure that the self-orthogonalization in the 
frequency domain significantly improves the 
convergence speed of the LMS algorithm. We 
also did computer simulation to see the dif
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ference in the convergence behaviors of the 
FBLMS ADF's using the two different power 
estimation methods in (46b) and (47), In general, 
the FBLMS ADF using the sample 죠verage 
method in (47) showed very unstable conver
gence behavior even for moderate values of 
«. For example, it does not converge for。드0,01 
for which value the FBLMS ADF using a one- 
pole LPF converges. The convergence behaviors 
for a decreased a =0.001 are shown in Fig. 6. 
It should be noted from this figure that the 
sample average method still shows large variation 
(ie, spurious peaks) in its learning curve, (Note 
that both learning curves were obtained by

ensemble averaging the same number of squared- 
error data.) Finally, it is noted that although 
the BLMS ADF can be implemented using the 
FFT, the stability region of the BLMS ADF is 
narrower than the LMS ADF. Specifically, 
the convergence factor '卞 of the BLMS ADF 
must be less than 1/ (L Amax； for stability where 
Amax is the largest eigenvalue of the autocor 
relation matrix. can be, in general, far
greater than 1 when i. As seen in Fig. 7, 
the self-orthogonalizing algorithm which reduces 
사nax significantly improves the stability of the 
BLMS ADF.

Fig. 2. Effects of different values oi J, 3 and L on 
the transient brhavior of the selforthogonali
zing FBLMS ADF U내유 i6, ， N and ” ； 
0.01).
(a) B 드0.9,L=16andN=32.
(b) 3 =0.8 L=16 and N=32 .
(c) 0 드0・9, L그32 and N=64・

(d) g 그0.8,L=32 교nd N-64,
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Fig. 3. Convergence behaviors of the self-orthogonali- 
zing FLMS and FBLMS ADF's with different 
block leng바is (M느 16).

Fig. 6. Comparison of the convergence behaviors of 
the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS ADF's for 
different power estimation methods (M=16, 
L=16, N=32, 7 aN and。드0.001).

Fig. 4. Comparison of the convergence behaviors of 
the self-orthogonalizing FBLMS ADF's for 
different sectioning methods (M=16, L그 16, 
N느32 @11(1。드0.01),

Fig. 7. A stabilized operation of the self-orthogonali
zing FBLMS ADF(M=16,L=16,N=32,gOQ4 
and 云=1.001).

Fig, 5. Comparison of the convergence behaviors of 
the (overlap-save) FBLMS ADF's with and 
without self-orthogonalization in the frequency 
domain (M-16, L=16, N그32 and " =1.001).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Based on a unified matrix treatment, we 
have discussed the overlap-save and overlap
add sectioning methods for the fast convolu
tion realization of the TBLMS and FBLMS 
ADF's. As a result, we have obtained new results 
of the overlap-add realization and the number- 
theoretic transform realization of the FBWS 
ADF's. We hav also studied the FWBLMS and 
self-orthogonalizing FBLMS algorithms by form
ulating them directly in the frequency domain. 
Then, it has been shown that the TBLMS ADF 
can be made to have the same convergence 
behavior as that of the FBLMS ADF, Next, 
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we have discussed possible UFBLMS algorithms 
in a unified treatment of the overlap-save and 
overlap-add sectioning methods. Finally, based 
on the results of simulation, we have discussed 
choosing the value of J and the initial value 
of the power estimates. Our simulation results 
indicate that if a proper convergence factor is 
used, the self-orthogonaiizing FBLMS ADI 
can converge to the same steady-state MSE 
regardless of block length and the FBLMS ADF 
has improved convergence speed compared to 

the FLMS ADF.
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